
      Glass Lift with hand winch - K -  

250 kg up to 6 m lifting height 
For roof and front glazings  

The K-Lift with hand winch is a compact, lightweight 
assembly device.  
 
It combines three in one :  
it is not only ideal for vertical and overhead glazing 
up to a height of six meters, but it is also a multi-
purpose material lift for construction site or work-
shop 
 
It is very manageable when being transported as 
well as when in use, so that the elements can be 
fitted safely and precisely.  
The K-Lift can be quickly retrofitted and used for 
mobile applications.  
 

Certification CE 
German certifications TÜV - GS - BGV D8 
Design Upter  

Lifting device 
Masts of extruded aluminium sections  

Quick folding base, set up in 30 seconds without tools, easy and convenient 

Very strong and compact construction 

Heavy duty casters wheels to moving in job site 

Two lifting screws for use in uneven ground. It can also be set up under slope 

Steel pulleys with ball bearings 

Easy to carry for horizontal or vertical transport 
 

Three safety systems  
1. Hand winch with automatic braking system - the load remains in position whenever the handles are released. 
2. Automatic Safety Blocking System - safety knobs which permit the user to block and unblock each mast.  
3. Internal Pendulum Brake - automatically activated on each mast section if they were to suddenly fall,  
    which can be easily unblocked by a trigger on each profile.  
 

Manual winch 
With auto-braking system 

With Detachable crank handel 

Non-rotating Ø6 mm galvanised steel rope (7x19+0), ressistance 2150 Kg (4739.94 lb) - DIN 3060). 
 

Other model on request  
With electric or pneumatic winch 

Capacity up to 350 kg 
 

Equipment 
Crane arm (300 mm lenght) included 

Universal crane arm 

Fork 

Cradle for roof and front glazing 

Hanging crane for front glazing 

Other equipment on request 
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Safety knob (on each mast) 

Also possible with fork 

GL - 4 V - Cradle for rrof and front glazing 

Capacity 180 kg (othe capacity on request) 

Dimenssions 1460 x 454 mm (other on request) 

Weight 27 kg 

GL - 4 H - Hanging crane for front glazing 

Capacity 240 kg (other capacity on request) 

Dimenssions 1450 x 537 mm (other on request) 

Weight 24 kg 
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Specifications K 350 K 450 K 550 

 Lifting height (A) m 3,86 4,93 6,00 

 Lifting height (B) m 3,46 4,52 5,58 

 Load capacity Kg 300 300 250 

 Unit weight Kg 120 135 150 

 Lenght x  width (store) mm 707 x 600 x 1623 

 Minimal load Kg 20 

 Counter weight Kg 120 


